
MICHELLE BETH ROBIN 
michelle@brandyourcareer.com ✦ 773-531-3457 ✦ Buffalo Grove, IL ✦ www.linkedin.com/in/michellerobin/  

Product Marketing & Management Professional 
Emphasis in B2B / Software / Publishing / Professional Education 

Results-driven direct marketer experienced in creating budget-conscious marketing programs that 
generate positive ROI. Successful in implementing lead-generating campaigns with high conversion 
rates—up to 23%. Possess unique ability to think analytically and creatively. 

SIGNATURE STRENGTHS 
 ¿ Direct Marketing ¿ Integrated Marketing Communications ¿ Database Marketing 

 ¿ Project Management ¿ Vendor & Budget Management ¿ Market Research  

¿ Marketing Operations ¿ Graphic Design and Production ¿ Online Marketing  

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
WOLTERS KLUWER, RIVERWOODS, IL  2005–PRESENT  
Market-leading global provider of tax, accounting and auditing information, software and services. 

Product Manager (2010–Present) 

Manage on-demand learning product with more than 30,000 users that supports clients like H&R 
Block to sole practitioners. Direct market research efforts and execute analysis. Conduct win/loss, 
competitive market, and pricing analyses. Create annual marketing plan to meet revenue goals of 
$8M product line. Train external clients and internal sales staff on the Learning Management System 
(LMS). Spearhead agenda for customer advisory board meetings. 

¿ Exceeded first-year revenue goals of new product by $5K within first 10 days of launch. 

¿ Grew revenue of on-demand learning product 7% in 2012 through direct marketing 
efforts and internal sales team promotions. 

¿ Developed business requirements of new LMS, go-to-market strategy and migration plan of 
current customers to new platform.  

¿ Improved retention rates by creating on-boarding program for new clients.  

Marketing Promotions Manager (2005–2010) 

Served as key contributor to the marketing strategy for online subscription portfolios. Collaborated 
with sales, product management and segment management departments to develop annual 
marketing plan. Guided two marketing coordinators in executing program strategies. Maintained $1M 
annual budget. Tracked and analyzed all direct marketing campaigns. 

¿ Implemented a plan to improve lead generation and tracking processes that doubled the 
amount of sales leads in the first year. 

¿ Served a pivotal role in developing creative marketing programs that consistently contributed 
revenue, some with up to a 23% conversion rate. 

¿ Achieved goal of generating $100K in sales within 90 days with e-marketing campaign. 

¿ Managed selection and implementation of marketing operations software program for staff of 
35 to improve campaign management workflow. 

¿ Won 3 CADM Tempo awards for various direct marketing campaigns. 

¿ Earned Achievement Club Award for outstanding performance. 
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IBM (FORMERLY SPSS INC.), CHICAGO, IL  2000–2005  
Leading worldwide provider of predictive analytics software and solutions. 

Design and Production Lead (2003 – 2005) 

Contributed in developing direct marketing campaigns to support the sales of the desktop product. 
Responsible for reviewing all printed materials produced in the department before going to press in 
order to avoid costly production errors. Provided key data to help manager of department with 
quarterly budget planning. 

¿ Designed, implemented, and maintained project database in Microsoft Access to help track 196 
annual campaigns and results more accurately. 

¿ Saved company $20,000 a year by bringing production of 48-page bi-annual catalog in-house. 

Writer–Designer (2000 –2003) 

Managed complete lifecycle of direct marketing campaigns—everything from selecting appropriate 
lists, writing and designing the piece, managing vendor relationships to tracking and analyzing 
responses. Frequently coached and trained peers on technical design issues.  

¿ Collected 4000 sales leads over 6 months through planning direct response campaign to 
support launch of new survey research product. 

¿ Initiated development of micro-sites to use as a response mechanism for marketing campaigns. 

Early Career 

Art Director, AdVantage Advertising, Deerfield, IL • 1998 – 2000 
Recruitment ad agency. 

Design Editor | Production Editor, Reed Business Information, Oakbrook, IL • 1994 – 1998 
North America’s largest business-to-business information provider. 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
¿ Bachelor of Arts in Journalism with second concentration in Graphic Design 

Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 
¿ Pragmatic Marketing Certified (PMC) 

¿ Building an Effective Marketing Plan certificate at DePaul University, Chicago, IL 

¿ CADM Basic Course for Direct Marketing 
 

AFFILIATIONS AND SKILLS 

Affiliations 
Chicago Association of Direct Marketing (CADM)—Program Committee Chair for 
IMX 08 and 09, Program Committee for DM Days 2006, On-site Committee Chair 
for DM Days 2005, 2004 Tempo Awards committee 

Technical skills Adobe InDesign, Photoshop, Acrobat, and Illustrator; Microsoft Office, Access, 
and Sharepoint; Sales Logix (Proficient on Macintosh and PC platform) 
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ANATOMY OF A WINNING RESUME 

 Header 
One way to make an immediate visual impact with your resume is to create a letterhead for your 
resume. Play around with fonts sizes, and don’t feel like you need to dedicate a full line for each data 
point. It’s up to you to decide how many pieces of contact information you include. There are no hard 
and fast rules. Including your LinkedIn profile is a great way to look current and give the hiring 
manager an opportunity to see supplemental information that is not included in your resume. The key 
is to make the information look balanced. Here are a few examples: 
 

ANIEL ROBERTS 
123 Center Ave. n Homewood, IL n 773-123-4567 (m) n daniel.roberts@gmail.com 
 

 

Mark Spector 
 

m_spector@hotmail.com | Mobile: 123-456-7899 
2648 Mulberry Dr., Apt. 1 | Crystal Lake, IL 60014 

Open for relocation 
 

 

LISA ABRAMS 
123 Alcott Road • Skokie, IL 60124 • lisaabrams8@gmail.com • (847) 555-4321 • www.linkedin.com/in/lisaabrams  

 
And here’s a quick tip regarding hyperlinks in Word: you can get rid of the underline by highlighting 
the link and making sure the underline format is turned off. 
 
Bonus Tip: Once you create your personal letterhead use it on all your career communications to 
have a consistent and professional look. 
 
 

  Title and Summary 

Think of this section as your 10-second elevator pitch. It needs to communicate who you are and the 
value you bring to a potential employer. The title can be either what describes your current role, or 
the role you are aiming to achieve. You can even change this for each job you apply to. Sometimes a 
subhead helps distinguish the industry you’re targeting, or specialty areas. 
 
For the content of the summary think about what makes you unique and the things you are most 
proud of in your career. This is what you want to talk about in the summary. Don’t state you’re a 
team player with a proven track record building relationships. Show how you’ve done it. Here are 
some questions to ask yourself in order to start you in the right mindset: 

1. Why should an employer hire you? 
2. What have you been complimented on at work? 
3. What are you greatest strengths? 
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4. How would your colleagues describe you? 
5. What compliments would your friends or family give you? 

 
 
 Signature Strengths | Career Highlights | Testimonials 

Several items can go in this area of the resume. In this sample, there is a list of signature strengths 
related to the targeted position. This type of listing makes it easy for hiring managers to scan for 
pertinent skills and incorporates keywords to help your resume successfully pass through applicant 
tracking systems (ATS). 
 
Depending on your work history and target position, you may want to incorporate career highlights in 
this area. This would be 3-5 specific accomplishments that you want to make sure get noticed. Career 
highlights are especially helpful when targeting executive-level jobs, or if you are transitioning careers 
and want to bring older experience up front. 
 
One other option to include in this area are testimonials or recommendations. Have you received a 
stellar review from a manager? Do you have a ton of recommendations on LinkedIn? Adding a direct 
quote can make quite an impact since it’s someone else’s words describing how great you are. 
 
All together, areas 1, 2, and 3 should be able to give a hiring manager an overall summary of who 
you are and what you can do for the employer. Another way to think about this part of your resume 
is if it got torn off and fell on the ground would anyone picking it up know what you’re all about? The 
answer to that question needs to be a definite yes! 
 
 
 Professional Experience 

The heart of the resume is in this section. The most important thing to keep in mind is this is not a 
listing of everything you’ve ever done in your career. It should be a combination of responsibilities 
and accomplishments related to the position you are targeting. 
 
When crafting your career history you want to make sure you never use the phrase “responsible for” 
or “duties include.” Both of these statements are passive and weak. For example, take a look at these 
two statements: 

1. Responsible for managing and developing 9 relationship managers in the New York and New 
Hampshire market.  

2. Managed and developed 9 relationship managers in the New York and New Hampshire 
market. 

Statement 2 is shorter, more action-oriented, and more powerful than statement 1. 
 
It is common to write your job description in sentence format and then follow with bullets highlighting 
your accomplishments—the lynchpin to any winning resume. When writing accomplishments you 
should think about three things: 

1. What’s in it for the employer? Employers are interested in things like saving money, making 
money, saving time, improving processes, solving a specific issue, etc. 

2. The CAR strategy—the Challenge you were tasked with, the Action you took to solve the 
issue, and the measurable Results from your action—to help you frame the achievement. 

3. Specifics—use numbers as much as possible, and front-load your accomplishment 
statements—this means putting the result up front. 

 
Here are a few before and after sample accomplishments to illustrate the points above. 
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Before: Led region in sales production. 
After: Produced $100K a month in new business; highest in region of 30 territories. 

Before: Planned, developed and executed all marketing materials for new product launch. 

After: Generated more than $750K in sales—1,880 units—within 3 months of new product launch 
through marketing campaign. 

Before: Developed marketing program that increased brand awareness. 

After: Increased brand awareness 33% after implementing new marketing program. 
 
If you’re struggling to find material for your accomplishments start looking at your performance 
evaluations, job description, status reports, nice notes from customers, or notes of appreciation from 
colleagues. A best practice is to keep a file of all these types of items as well as your own personal 
summary of projects as you complete them. This way you’ll have the baseline data to formulate 
accomplishments. 
 
 
 Addressing gaps in work history  
This sample resume does not have any job gaps, but periods of unemployment happen for a variety 
of reasons. So, what is the best way to treat a gap on your resume? There are several things you can 
do, depending on your unique situation. 
 

Brief period, a few months, of unemployment due to reorganization: If you were 
a victim of downsizing or restructuring, you can cover a short time period by leaving off 
the months on your dates of employment. Be warned though that hiring managers will 
usually see through this, so be prepared to address the gap in the interview. 

 
Took time off to focus on family commitments: First take stock, and think about what 
you did during that time. You probably volunteered, took classes, or managed finances. 
These can all be incorporated in what you were doing during a so-called “gap.” The best 
way to address this is to use a combination format, like this sample resume. This allows you 
to highlight achievements that may be a bit older. Then in the professional experience 
section emphasize any leadership roles you had.  

 
If you are unsure of how to handle your unique circumstance, it is recommended you seek out the 
advice of a professional. You might want to get help from Brand Your Career. 
 
 

Early Career 

It is recommended by career experts not to detail out your experience past 10-12 years. If you have 
positions dating back to the 80s, or even earlier, it could be a red flag to employers that think you’re 
too expensive, or worse, too old. 
 
However, sometimes you have relevant experience that occurred earlier in your career. An early 
career section can help address this. Don’t feel obligated to put dates in this section either. You could 
just make a statement that early in your career you worked at XYZ company and Company 123 where 
you accomplished great things related to your target position. 
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 Education and Training 

Unless you are a new graduate you always want to keep this type of section towards the end of your 
resume. The one exception is if you are targeting an academic position. Then your education is very 
relevant and you can even skip the summary and title at the top. 
 
If you don’t have a degree, you can state something like completed 60 hours towards Bachelor of 
Arts degree at University of Illinois. This helps with keywords, especially if you are applying for a 
position that requires a degree.  
 
 

 Additional Information  
For these sections that tend to come at the end of a resume, make sure you have more than one 
item listed in each. If you don’t, a good alternative is to group a few together like the sample did for 
Affiliations and Skills. 
 
Finally, citing references available upon request is no longer needed on resumes today. 
References should be on a separate sheet, and presented when requested by a potential 
employer.  
 
Bonus Tip: Create a reference sheet that not only lists your references contact information, 
but also includes a simple summary of who that person is and why they are a relevant 
reference for you. This gives hiring managers some context and helps them formulate questions 
they should ask your reference. 
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